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Abstract: Industry engagement of researchers plays an important role in organizational outcomes such as increased number of licenses and patents, innovation, successful R&Ds and consequently increased efficiency and economic performance. The gap between the theory and practice of industry engagement are identified and a scientific model of industry engagement of is developed in this paper. The research model depicts the possible generation of the industry engagement as an outcome. Through a detailed review of all factors belonging to the scope of motives that are opportunity-driven, key factors that are most conducive to researchers’ industry engagement were identified. We have proposed the relationship between compensation and recognition, access to resources, application of the research, networking opportunities, and industry problem solving with industry engagement. This study supports the notion that industry engagement is essential for improving organizational learning capability and innovation performance. Significant implications for organizations exist, as they are aware of which parts of their operations and conditions will drive relevant talent to engage in the organizations’ work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Scientists engaging in industry is a driver of organizational innovation performance as Balachandra and Friar (1997) state. Research and development (R&D) is the basis of product and process innovations, making the R&D department the lifeblood for most organizations. Prior studies showed that improved R&D efforts are linked to a rise in innovative products which consequently facilitates market share improvement and competitiveness of organizations (Armbruster, Bikfalvi, Kinkel and Lay, 2008). Innovation requires the implementation of creative ideas which scientists effectively bring into realization through research. Organizations apply these research results into the system by a process called organizational learning. Engagement of talents that contribute to organizational performance particularly in innovation is a matter of concern for organizational managers worldwide. The term industry engagement is embedded in academic research, which is considered largely as drive for innovation performance by swerving organizations from doing routine operations into unique and new methods that are efficient and effective.

Significant attention has been given to linkage of industry engagement to innovation results of organizations. Several studies observe that when scientists engage in the industry it initially results in greater employee performance, which further leads to enhanced organizational performance in terms of innovation (Perrin, 2006; Gallup, 2006). Industry engagement provides employees with an opportunity to invest themselves in their innovative work and also nurtures innovation within the organization. Research on the consequences of scientists’ engagement indicates that engagement may result in new positive and healthy working environment for an organization. A study by Gallup (2006) reported improved performance of the organization as a whole with more scientist engaged in the industry. In
addition, Kahn (1990) states that industry engagement may lead to creativity, mindfulness and authenticity of enhanced overall productivity of organizations.

Goals such as the attainment of innovation performance of an organization are extremely important part of the initiation of the industry engagement process because goals stimulate energy, focus, and intensity from scientist in the quest for bringing innovation results. According to Macey et al. (2009), the accomplishment of innovation results cannot occur without an objective which calls for the alignment of goals both from the individual scientists and organizational goals. Such an alignment serves as the guiding link that ensures a strategic focus of engagement toward innovation performance. Scientists engage themselves in tasks that are important for the realization of an organization’s goals and objectives. Hence, during this stage, scientists are aware of and understand clearly the organizational goals and objectives and with it they should set their own goals. These goals correspond with the researcher’s motives. However, insufficient collaboration between industry and research, insufficient employment of researchers in the industry is prevailing. The part of the cause for this condition may lie in neglecting the motives that drive the scientists to get involved in industry either on a full time or project basis. Existing studies have failed to quantitatively evaluate motives’ contribution to industry engagement. Without knowing the key motives, valid organizational practices for industry engagement enhancement cannot be designed and implemented. In this study, we explore how various factors which researchers have identified as relevant motivators affect individuals’ industry engagement.

2. MOTIVES IMPACTING RESEARCHERS’ INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT

COMPENSATION AND RECOGNITION

According to the motivational theories, financial security and stability have shown to be significant drivers of engagement in certain activities and performance of behaviors. While academic life cycle theory shows that scientists invest more in their human capital and reputation development at earlier stages of their careers but on the later stage they invest more on monetary returns pushing them to be involved in the industry after their career goals have been fulfilled. Studies conducted by Levin et al. (1991), Audretsch and Stephan (1999) have shown this change of goals in early and later stages of life cycles, whereby, scientists focus much on commercial activities as they approach the later stages to plan for their life after retirement. Stephan and Levin (1992) found that scientists reach out to the industry with the objective of capitalizing on their expertise, this move is important to them in gaining higher monetary value through patents. In this regard, we see economic gains as push factor among scientists to be engaged in the industry. Monetary value serves as motivating factor in science because organizations financially reward their productive scientists. Productivity of scientific research is not just rewarded from the organization employing a particular scientist but other institutions offering research grants.

However, some scientists value reputation and recognition of their research work accomplished more than monetary compensation. Earlier study done by Merton (1957) demonstrated that among the main factors leading scientists to do research in the industry is recognition. Traces regarding the significance of reputation as a motivating force in science are readily apparent. In the process of project participation, scientist performs behaviors which often results in positive outcomes. For that effort, their work is rewarded which produces a feeling of satisfaction which, in turn, leads to a desire for engaging further and being a part of industrial activities. According to Koeske et al. (1994), job satisfaction is dominant factor that draws effective scientist engagement within the industry. Owen-Smith and Powell’s (2001) qualitative study offers some insights that backup the notion of academics being attracted by monetary profits that accumulate when involved in the industry than academia.

Additionally, prior studies establish a direct relationship between incentives (income, rewards, and bonuses) and industry engagement. For instance, in a qualitative study performed by Albert et al. (2006) tests an academy – industry relationship; 16 percent among so many factors investigated stated that
they are engaged in the industry because of personal income. Economic compensation is considered as an important motivator which was proven by Deeprose (1994). He states that incentives in the form of money may not be the best motivator but without it, many engaged scientists will be strongly demotivated. Economic rewards are highly valuable in showing the worthiness of work done by an employee; in our case, for an industry involved researcher, self-esteem and sense of achievement is essential for reputational status. Albert et al. (2006) studies non-pecuniary rewards, such as approval toward promotion and occupation as relevant push factors leading to industry involvement. This above supporting arguments and literature leads to the development of the following propositions.

**Proposition 1:** Compensation has a positive relationship with industry engagement

**Proposition 2:** Recognition has a positive relationship with industry engagement

**NETWORKING**

Prior studies show that many scientists engage in networking for social capital and the reviewed prior studies all point to the benefit of collective value shared within the network circle. Network members enjoy benefits of reciprocity which inclines that people do favors to each other. Researchers expand their network in the industry for various reasons e.g. exchanging ideas for which they can build new research. The rational choice theory posits that social capital cannot be achieved by those that do not socialize; therefore, groups are necessary to create a set of benefits for the network depending on individuals or groups to exploit and reap from such networks for private agendas. In this sense, the essence of collectiveness is key to generating social capital, though individualism still exist, however, it forms a bridge between the approaches to collectivism versus individualism (Ferragina, 2010). A study by Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) views social capital in three perspectives, namely, norms, values or preferences essential for collective innovative project. Maskell and Lorenzen (2004) adds that mutual trust being shared drives the accomplishment of these innovative projects in engagement of academics and industry. In addition, they argue that the existence of a set of shared values such as commitment, reciprocity and trust are required in the development of the shared innovation strategy.

Cooke et al. (2005) states that profitable exchange and cooperation of peers involved in the industry revolves trust which is crucial for the efficiency of social structure development within the social capital context. Both economists and sociologists recognize the reliance between social capital and wealth accumulation (Grootaert, 1998; Zak and Knack, 2001). Bigger social capital produces larger opportunities to have access to more funds. Parsons (1951) argued that to develop a successful network means scientists rationalize in broadening their connections in industry, scientists values such as social capital as necessity of industry based networking (Blau, 1972). Networks that generate trust are operational as monetary lubricant with lesser costs and they form new ways of pool resources and business opportunities for prosperity (Fukuyama, 1996).

Networking deracinates immense thinking and talents out of different people to promote learning, creativity and innovation. When similar and different minded people meet, exchange and share ideas openly, this stretches creativity and innovation by gaining new concepts, perspectives or creative ways in handling tasks and thus, thinking is acquired. Thus, scientists expand their networks in the industry as possible to widen their circles of influence and open doors for opportunity which may not be instantly gained but a long-term link. Communication and trust are key factors in establishing an effective social capital that consequently leads to a rise in efficiency of actions (Nahapiet, et al., 1998). Burt (1992) adds that flow of information (Fukuyama, 1995) promotes collaborations and cooperation for creativity and innovation toward creating shared value by reducing the costs associated with monitoring and transaction processes.

The power of knowledge is gained through networking with others, which molds the researchers and their idea or research to be visible in a large platform of industries. This visibility or exposure in both academia and industry is critical to personal and professional success. However, according to a study by Brocke et al. (2009), the main motivation of people to network is to stay in contact with friends that already engaged in the industry which are followed by the intention to be well-versed about industrial
changes. Typically, most studies expect scientists to network in order to connect to others with whom they share similar interests. Contrary to this, Brandtzaeg and Heim (2009) found that networks are mainly formed and followed to build new and pleasurable relations of new people with different thinking. In this way, a scientist is not limited to certain direction of thinking pushing them out of academia. Furthermore, the motive of engagement based on networking is the main capability to gather feedback from peers and strengthen the bonds of relationship which is part of the developmental challenges of emerging researchers toward career growth.

The power of the networks provide three unique advantages, namely, access to private information, access to diverse skill sets and power to grow as a scientist (Uzzi and Dunlap, 2005). This network power is essential for further research decisions, as obviously public information is easily accessible from various sources but private information is subjectively focused which means that the value of information only passes to close contacts where trust plays a main role. Elaborating on opportunities arisen from networking in the industry benefits researchers to learn about how to conduct business that drives them to start up their own entrepreneurship, understand the industry they are involved in better and get to know the challenges their contacts face with how they resolve such challenges.

Harrin (2014) argues that meeting people, particularly, those in the industry, when done correctly leads to more business opportunities for those that do not seek long-term industry engagement, but for those with high interest in long-term engagement can create a chance of getting internal promotion because people recommend the people they know and like. In addition, this opens paths for employment among young university graduates. Prying on the benefits leading scientists to engage in industry-based networking, especially for those that intend to startup their own businesses, networking helps to grow and gain a better position in the business operations. Networking in the industry is great for this regard because the value of networking is in the giving and receiving sort of beneficial exchange. To summarize the specific benefits of networking, the study explored and collected the points provided below;

i. Activeness - by just getting oneself to mingle and connect with peers in the industry is essential to move the scientist’s career forward. This is regarded as the first step toward self-business enhancement;

ii. Candidness - candidness is a value resulting from networking. By consenting to be open, in return, the scientist is able to gain more information for their further research and also share information with others. This is basically a two-way idea exchange.

iii. Information - having discussed the benefit of openness in networking, it is guaranteed that when two or more people party together, information is shared and gained;

iv. Knowledge - The more information a scientist gain, the more significant is their research outcome in terms of converting science into industrial practices;

v. New leads - through networking, completely new ideas are created and discovered that can form new leads in research. Scientists can gain new ideas, methods, and approaches that they never thought of before.

vi. New contacts - networking leads to gaining new contacts for further recommendations in career jobs and business connections;

vii. Skills - Scientists develop skills and experience to handle certain situations such as how to solve a particular problem

viii. Reputation - networking cultivates one’s reputation to grow as a scientist

ix. Support - it is natural that good reputation leads to gaining support from the contacts and even getting such support beyond the network circle because close contacts will help spread the positive word of mouth

x. Self-esteem - happiness and confidence are recipes gained from socializing and essential in building self-esteem which is beneficial for business growth and advancing position as a scientist.
ACCESS TO RESOURCES

Materials and data are necessary for any research in order to bring out quality research. Such materials and data may be obtained in the industry which compels researchers toward industry involvement. There exist a gap between data obtained by an outside researcher and an industry involved researcher who observes and is practically involved in the activities. Comparatively, in obtaining factual data we posit that an involved researcher does obtain needed data and materials with ease. The concept of knowledge cannot go undisputed when researching on motives of scientist to engage in the industry. Therefore, knowledge is valuable resource that researchers are interested to gain since industrialized economies have prompted a shift in importance of intellectual assets over the endowment of natural resources ((Hansen et al., 1999). Hence, the disclosure of valuable knowledge enables scientist to validate and expand knowledge from the prior works. Appetite for knowledge as a resource motivates scientists to engage in industry to gain some knowledge with different dimension relative to academia.

Among the motives of researchers engaging in industry is accessibility of the state of art equipment, facilities and instrument. For this reason, scientists pursue careers in industry to establish relationships so that organizations can provide equipment accessibility and other research related opportunities for scientists to exploit (Owen-Smith and Powell 2001). Some fields of study require direct contact with the subject and object under investigation, for instance, researchers in the field of chemistry and material sciences need cutting edge laboratories, facilities and equipment in advancing their theories and practices. Such facilities and equipment can be costly to acquire as an individual and may not be found in academia. Therefore, the industry serves as the provider of such amenities. Additionally, researchers tend to involve themselves in the industry to discover new ideas and gain knowledge for research purposes through access to expertise and experience of industry employees. Industry employees can be valuable source of ideas and know-how; by working in collaborations, new ideas are formed and knowledge sharing is embraced.

Other studies have also shown that scientists join the industry with the motive of seeking for information (Ridings & Gefen, 2004). According to McQuail (1987), the quest for information acquisition includes finding out about relevant events and conditions that fit research later on in their careers even after they opt to return to academia. Additionally, motive for industry engagement also includes the search for advice on practical matters, opinion and resolution. Furthermore, scientists will engage in industry for further learning as it is known that learning never ceases, gaining a sense of security and also gratifying curiosity and interest in general. Industry engagement gives access to other set of intangible resources such as skills. This advantage offered by industry engagement is, in fact, an exceptionally valuable resource.

Power is an enormous advantage presented by correctly developed resource accessibility. Reaching out to a wider range of clusters is more valuable than belonging to a strong cluster with limited individuals due to the strong relation between the individuals (Ilut, 1997). In comparison, a scientist linked in a huge industry is able to enjoy the connections with valuable contacts and accessibility of resource in wider network than the one linked in a limited academia arena. Though a limited setup builds a strong bond among contacts but is viewed as a family which makes it difficult to reach a bigger amount of facilities and people. Wider connection is a leverage for scientists to get resources and support in their career paths by reaching a big amount of trust and a great capacity of crossing through a big number of clustered links in both academia and within the industry (Grootaert, 1998; Putnam, 1993; Zak, 2001).

*Proposition 4: Access to resources has a positive relationship with industry engagement.*

INDUSTRY PROBLEM SOLVING
Among the motives that drive researchers into industry involvement is to find answers and solutions to problems imminent in industries and also disclose problems caused by activities of the industry. Researchers have a wide variety of research interests; some focus on accelerating innovations in the production process and some focus on cooperate and social responsibility by advocating and pushing industries to embrace cleaner productions in their activities. Nevertheless, we sum up motives regarding problem solving toward industry engagement in the following bulleted points:

- Search for innovative and creative solutions to declining industries;
- Raising awareness and attentiveness of problems that industry confronts;
- Improving the foundation of understanding, in particular, phenomena i.e. new trends in the industry;
- They can also offer training in particular field for new recruits.

The motives listed above are well supported with the study done by Lee (2000) who argues that researcher builds a process of gaining knowledge on which efforts can be focused to raise awareness and provide alternative solutions and strategies applied for a particular problem which can be revisited in the future. Ulusoy et al. (2012) posit that an atmosphere conducive to problem solving and timing should be created and supplemented with materials needed to support the problem solving procedure.

A study done by Brandtzaeg and Heim (2009) found that one of the main confrontations for scientists engaging into the industry research is a swift change that is taking place in both technological developments and user inclinations, they desire to be involved in bringing such technological changes in the industry. Thus, some of the major motives or preferences to industry involvement may be stable over time because they connect to some basic needs in the industry (Brandtzaeg & Heim, 2009). Technological advancement is a result of research and development, thus, research conducted on the basis of effective collaboration with the industry to advance technology and know-how on product and operations. Research collaborations are basically for innovation purposes by centering on joint research and development (R&D) activities (Hagedoom et al., 2000).

The theory of inventive problem solving encourages the search for innovative solutions to support the growing need for cooperate and social responsibility through promoting cleaner industrial operations. Researchers are not just ambitious in finding solutions in accelerating production capacity but also in solving industrial production problems, discovering weaknesses and developing opportunities within the industry and serving as an innovative instrument to find ways to improve environmental efficiency. Özbay and Demirer (2007) argue that environmentally concerned researchers engage in industry to stimulate preventive strategies that lessen the impacts of production processes on the environment. They further state that evaluating the impact of production on environment provides new opportunities for business optimization and savings. Drawing on these arguments, Frank et al., (2004) states that the problem solving explorations by researchers are focused on providing value to the industry, whilst they increase the reputation for extended industrial engagement and gain some economic returns in the process.

Proposition 5: Industry problem solving has a positive relationship with industry engagement.

APPLICATION OF RESEARCH

For researchers to be involved in the industry gives them a chance to prove practicality of their theoretical and curiosity driven research in the industry. According to study by Hawkins et al. (2012), 74.5% of researchers regard applicability of research to be highly important factor driving researchers toward industrial engagement. While 11.1% of researchers engage to seek IP rights (Hawkins, et al., 2012). Researchers contribute to industry by applying their studied methods in the seminars, publications, informative scientific prints and research projects and getting a team together working toward a common goal considering ethics of research, transforming research findings into industry practice.
Scientific research has made practical contributions in varying levels to the performance of various industries. The extent of research contributions have ranged from training given to graduates to tackle contemporary industrial problems or deficiencies to the development of models and tools necessary for producing marketable products, services and processes for further improvements in production systems. The disciplinary sources of these contributions have spanned the fields of engineering, natural and computer sciences, mathematics, as well as the social, behavioral, management, and policy sciences. Siegel et al., (2003) reported that 65 percent of the scientists interviewed in the study from different fields, particularly from engineering, computer and natural sciences, mathematics, as well as the social, behavioral, management and policy sciences indicated that engagement with the industry influenced their experimental work in a positive manner.

Scientists are more motivated when their research practically contributes to some advancement of industries. Grossman et al., (2001) showed four industries in which scientists practically contributed toward the development of industrial tools, prototypes, production processes, as well as product and service delivery to the market. Some field of research requires practical experiments to detect real situations, especially those discussed below which oblige scientists to directly engage in the industry before drawing any research conclusions. The four industries in which scientists were motivated to be engaged in order to prove their applied research are:

**Aerospace**: numerous scientists have the desire to work in this industry for varied reasons; practical experiments for those who typically specialize in this field. Contributions of applied research included advancement of nonintrusive instrumentation, flow visualization techniques and computational fluid dynamics (Grossman, Reid, & Morgan, 2001). Moreover, specific technologies have been influenced by applied research, particularly, in the areas of providing internet by the use of satellite, combustion cooling and computational tools for data integration.

**Medical devices and equipment**: Devices have been developed in a wide range of medical therapeutic and diagnostic through joint involvement of academic researchers and academic medical centers in R&D, evaluation, and clinical trials and development of prototype testing.

**Financial services**: Among the developments in financial services are financial risk management software, models for pricing derivatives and securities, new financial instruments, index funds, derivatives, financial information and research tools, risk credit metrics and advances in cryptography for specific applications of financial services.

**Integrated logistics services**: Applications for decision support systems, routing, production scheduling, logistics, distribution management and optimization modeling for shippers are result of academic researches.

Some reasons behind industrial engagement in regard to application of research are listed below;

- Keeping abreast of research conducted in the industry;
- Feedback from industry on viability of research;
- Exploitation of research capabilities and results or deployment know-how to obtain patents;
- Test application of ideas or theory aimed to explain and commercialize the ideas to the industry;
- Pursuing proprietary knowledge (patents);
- Promote innovation through knowledge and technology transfer;
- Academics’ quest for recognition and achieve eminence and prestige.

*Proposition 5: Application of research motive has a positive relationship with industry engagement*
3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The principal objective of this study is to find out what leads academics and researchers to engage in industry. By examining particular motives and their relationship to industry engagement, we aim to determine which factors companies should aim at managing in order to attain higher levels of researcher’s engagement in the industry. By examining existing studies, we have built a general theory and constructed a model consisting of factors most conducive for scientists to engage in industry work. The findings of the study encompass identification of motives for the researchers’ industry engagement. Through a detailed review of all factors belonging to the scope of motives that are opportunity-driven, key factors that are most conducive to researchers’ industry engagement have been recognized. We have proposed the relationship between compensation and recognition, access to resources, belief about application of the research, networking opportunities and industry problem solving with industry engagement. According to our theory, these motives are significant drivers of industry engagement. Furthermore, industry engagement can be considered as a factor influencing organizational learning capability and organizational innovation performance. Our study provides new insight on aspects of university–industry relationships where existing studies are ambiguous and incomplete. Insofar, only qualitative analyses of factors contributing to researchers’ industry engagement were conducted. Therefore, future study should explain why researchers engage in industry utilizing a qualitative method, thus, filling the existing research gap. Prior studies have used qualitative methods to investigate motives behind inclusion into industry, but have failed to determine the factors most conducive to the inclusion and participation.
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